Waves are all around us – some visible, some invisible. A simple slinky is a great tool
to learn about waves and energy.
1.

Have students work in groups of 3-4. They will need to have room to stretch the slinky out onto a large smooth surface – tables

2.
3.

Let them play with the slinky for a bit and see how it behaves.
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happens.
Have one student pinch a few of the coils of the slinky together and then release them. Note what happens. [compression wave]
Have the student pinch more and more coils and note what happens.

Have the students try to wiggle it so that there is only one point in the slinky that moves up and down. [Standing point]
Have them wiggle it so that there are two spots that just move up and down.
How many places can they make move up and down? Have the students report out what they had to do to make more spots that
moved this way.
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2.
3.

communicate through radio waves.
move energy but not the medium.

sound. Compression waves are always mechanical waves.

distance between the tops of two mountains

refers to the number of waves that occur between the start and end point of the medium.
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•

Chris had an engineering epiphany as a child when he received a package that
recyclable cardboard bent into small triangular shapes. This has forever changed
the way he thinks about how everything is made and how it can be less wasteful.

be safely.

grass to make airports for his toy airplanes. Toy airplanes led to an interest in

his pockets and loved how looking through the glass lens changed how the world

never stopped.

good at adding up all of the numbers.

